New POSTER “A Winter View From Schweitzer Mountain”
A Great Gift for $20!
One of those personal moments locked into memory forever, is a ride on the Schweitzer chairlift overlooking
Lake Pend Oreille. The thrill, the beauty, the awe moment. There are few Mountain Ski Resorts that offer such
an inspiring look at nature in its grandest moment. Experiencing that oneness with nature skiing Schweitzer
Mountain over the years, artist Barbara Janusz felt deeply moved to communicate her feelings by painting this
profound scene.
“Barbara’s new painting captures what the Mountain is all about” said Activities Manager at Schweitzer Dani
Demmons after seeing Janusz’s new painting. Mary Weber- Quinn Schweitzer Village Events & Activities
Director said, “We’re thrilled that the artist has done such a beautiful representation of the Mountain. It captures
the feelings I had personally the first time I witnessed the incredible view from the Ski Resort. Remarkable
Job!”
The artist has just released a poster rendition of her new watercolor painting “A Winter View From Schweitzer”.
“Creating a poster of my original makes it more affordable for everyone. I wanted to share this beautiful scene
with those that have and those who haven’t had the chance to witness this splendor of nature personally”. Posters are $20 for a 16” x 20” or $40 for a 22” x 28” (tube shipped anywhere in the U.S.). Posters are available
locally at the Artists’Studio Gallery in Schweitzer Village (208) 265-1776, Art Works Gallery Sandpoint (208)
263-2642, Hope Market Café in Hope (208) 264-0506 or here on the Janusz Website by contacting the Artist
directly under - Contact option at the top right of the Home Page.
It’s easy to visit the Village by riding up on the Schweitzer shuttle bus for $2 each way. The ride is an adventure in itself, taking the shuttle means you can sit back and leave the driving to someone else. The Shuttle runs
every half hour, and leaves from the Red Barn Park & Ride parking lot at the bottom of the mountain just off
North Boyer Rd.
If you’ve never treated yourself to a trip up to the Schweitzer Ski Village, give it a try, it might be great fun.
Finding the Schweitzer Shuttle in the Red Barn Park & Ride Parking Area is easy. Once at the signal light by
Walmart, it’s only a five minute drive to catch the Shuttle. At the signal light, go West on Schweitzer Cutoff Rd.
to the end. Turn Right at the T (N. Boyer Rd.) and proceed a mile to Schweitzer Mountain Rd, turn left. The
Red Barn Park & Ride Parking Area is down a few blocks on your left. For more information about Schweitzer
Mountain, please call 208-263-9555.
Two other ski resorts come to mind that have exquisite lake views, Lake Geneva in Switzerland, and Lake Tahoe in California. In my opinion neither comes close to the view right here in our own backyard at Schweitzer
Mountain overlooking Lake Pend Oreille, it’s just breathtakingly awesome.

